
SCRIPTORIA SCIENTIFIC WRITING AND COMMUNICATION

Scriptoria has been training staff at top international organisations and centres Our courses in scientific writing and
communications are in such high demand.

Sign up for an open course as an individual We offer regular open courses in the UK for individual sign up â€”
click the links below for further details. Request a prospectus. Scriptoria has a strong track record in managing
and delivering complex projects for a range of clients for nearly 20 years. Book now Project and programme
management training Our management-level courses build capacity in leaders for all stages of their project
cycle, from bid writing to implementation to programme closure. We teach researchers from all disciplines â€”
from the Medical School, across departments of Life Sciences, Physics, Chemistry, Engineering, Geography
and the Humanities, to interdisciplinary EU-funded networks and groups for organisational development. You
will be provided with advice on a one-to-one basis on directions in which you can take forward your data
collection and analysis. Scriptoria courses are highly interactive and engaging, combining exercises and
discussion with presentations. All participants receive a comprehensive set of course notes to take home.
About us Established in , Scriptoria specialises in sustainable development and science communications, and
has been training top researchers across scientific disciplines for nearly 20 years. Our trainers have a long
history of successful grants and fellowships and offer insider knowledge from their experiences as reviewers
on grant panels and as consultants who help donors write funding calls. These will be followed by practical
sessions in the Summer term April to June which will show you how to apply statistical techniques learned in
the theory sessions on datasets. Our consultants now deliver specialised training courses to individuals or
groups in management roles to build the skills needed to lead anything from small-scale, short-term projects to
collaborative, international research programmes. After you accept our estimate, we begin our thorough
editorial review. Statistical support The College Graduate School provide a statistical support service, which is
designed solely to help you think about the statistical aspects of your study design and appropriate statistical
tests and analyses to perform on your data. Effective scientific writing for journal articles, reports and theses
We teach researchers how to write quickly and clearly when dealing with complex scientific subjects.
Additionally, we will provide a sample edit that includes approximately one page of your submitted work.
Back to 'College of Medical and Dental Sciences Graduate School' Skills development is an important part of
your role as a postgraduate researcher and is something that you should work on throughout your research
degree. There are opportunities to volunteer for as little as 10 minutes or up to 2 hours on Applicant Visit
Days, University Open and Community Days, and Outreach and Widening Participation events to showcase
the research being carried out in the College and the benefits it has on education and the wider society. You
design and perform the experiments necessary to examine your ideas. All quotes are firm and inclusive. In the
current climate of funding opportunities, it has become imperative that your ideas receive the attention they
deserve. Quotes and sample edits are typically returned within one business day. Our clients in academia and
industry consistently report a boost in publication rates and better writing quality from staff at all career stages
following our courses. Venue A venue in Central London will be announced a minimum of two weeks prior to
the course start. Our review process include checks for spelling, grammar, punctuation, syntax, word usage,
clarity, organization, logic, and flow. Your continued success relies on publishing your findings in scientific
journals and books, and on securing funding through grant proposals. Finally, we discuss several practical tips
for using MS Word and reference manager software to make the writing process more efficient. Many well
thought-out, significant, and interesting research findings remain unpublished because they are not
communicated clearly. The quote we provide is firm. Complete the form below to submit your work for a free
quote and sample edit. The course also teaches participants the formal writing cycle the process by which
professional writers tackle a writing project , including how to edit and proofread your own work. Graduate
School Festival of Graduate Research The Festival provides postgraduate researchers across the College with
the opportunity to showcase your research and to network. These sessions will be available throughout the
year. Tags Tags. For more information, please review our FAQs or submit your work for a free quote and
sample edit. Master class in writing successful grants Our aim is to help people better plan and communicate
their ideas and get their proposals funded. Scriptoria grant writing courses teach the same methods we use as a
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company to organise and win multimillion pound bids with our partners across sectors. Our editors will
preview your manuscript or proposal and provide a complimentary, no-obligation estimate for our work.
Additionally, Bio-Scriptorium editors will check that the document's formatting is consistent with the
requirements of the target journal or funding agency. If you are in your final year, you will be asked to present
a poster and will also have the opportunity to make an oral presentation. The editors at Bio-Scriptorium are
professional Ph.


